Power your game.
Exosuit is redefining the way we think of sportswear,
combining active compression & integrated support
in garments that interact with the body to stabilise,
and improve performance. Our patented technology
enables people to push their limits or overcome
injury whatever their sport of choice.

OUR STORY
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STRUCTURE

The Exosuit journey began in 2012 in a London
physio room. Following countless injuries, frustrations, and metres of kinesiology tape, we decided
there had to be a better way to support our bodies
during exercise. Since then we’ve developed
synergy between human and clothing, through
garments that interact with the body to support,
stabilise, and power your game.
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PRODUCT BENEFITS
RECYCLED
FABRICS

Exosuit garments provide a number of benefits for sports
performance, support, and injuries:
MUSCLE & JOINT SUPPORT
Our patented PowerFlex Technology supports
key muscles and joints. Perfect if you’re
protecting an injury, require support during
rehab, or just want to perform better for longer.

WHO SHOULD WEAR EXOSUIT?
Exosuit garments provide functionality across a number of sports and activities, primarily
focussed around upper body support and power. Exosuit can help athletes:
• Seeking a boost in performance - Exosuit can help you push harder for longer.
• Requiring additional support around specific joints & muscles - due to injury or instability,
• Needing postural support - whether in a sports or active lifestyle environment.

DYNAMIC POSTURE
By applying active support across the upper
back and shoulders, Exosuit garments work to
improve dynamic posture during exercise,
improving your comfort and performance.

INDEPENDENTLY TESTED

ENHANCED PROPRIOCEPTION

Here at Exosuit we don’t take our claims lightly, so we had our garments tested independently. In
paired comparison tests with 9 cricketers and 11 baseball players, here’s how the athletes felt:
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Exosuit garments interact with your body by
gently gripping your skin at anatomical sites.
This engages the brain and boosts awareness
of muscular activation & joint orientation.

FEEL POWERFUL
The unique support structure and cut of our
garments works with your body, giving you a
feeling of increased strength and power. Feel
like a superhero and power your game.

POSTURE

ATHLETE TESTIMONIALS:

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

“The EXO1 makes me feel powerful, and gives me
the confidence to bowl fast every time.”

“From the minute I put on my Exosuit I could feel
the impact on my posture..”

Aaron Beard, Essex Cricket

Will Lintern, GB Baseball

Contact cpeploe@exosuit.co.uk for more information.
Download images at exosuit.co.uk/presskit
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CInO & Co-Founder

Art & Visual Media

Barrister in criminal & sports law.
Creator & driver of the original Exosuit
concept & patent.

Elite sports science, tech & innovation.
Consultant to international sports bodies
e.g. England Cricket & Nike Golf.

Visual media with artists, luxury retail &
sports brands e.g. Reebok & Gymshark.
BA in Fashion Promoting & Imaging.
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